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Texts and Translations
 
Song of Democracy

An old man’s thoughts of school,
An old man’s gathering youthful memories and
blooms that youth itself cannot.

Now only do I know You,
O fair auroral skies  -  O morning dew upon the grass!

And these I see, these sparkling eyes,
These stores of mystic meaning, these young lives,
Building, equipping like a fleet of ships, immortal ships,
Soon to sail out over the measureless seas,
On the soul’s voyage.

Only a lot of boys and girls?
Only the tiresome spelling, writing, ciphering classes?
Only a public school?
Ah more, infinitely more.

And you America,
Cast you the real reckoning for your present?
The lights and shadows of your future, good or evil?
To girlhood, boyhood look, the teacher and the school.

Sail, Sail thy best, ship of Democracy,
Of value is thy freight, ’tis not the present only,
The Past is also stored in thee.
Thou holdest not the venture of thyself alone,
not of thy Western continent alone.
Earth’s resume entire floats on thy keel, O ship,
is steadied by thy spars,
With thee Time voyages in trust, the antecedent
nations sink or swim with thee.
With all their ancient struggles, martyrs, heroes,
epics, wars, thou bear’st the other continents,
Theirs, theirs as much as thine, the destination  - port triumphant;
Steer then with good strong hand and wary eye
O helmsman, thou carriest great companions,
Venerable priestly Asia sails this day with thee,
And royal feudal Europe sails with thee.

Poems: “An Old Man’s Thoughts of School” (1874) and “Thou Mother with thy 
equal brood,” from Leaves of Grass (1855), by Walt Whitman (1819-1892).



Dickinson: The Definition of Beauty - Alice Parker (b. 1925)

Dickinson: The Definition of Beauty
Poems by Emily Dickinson

Music by Alice Parker
 
Four Poems for Treble Voices

I.
The Definition of Beauty is
That Definition is none -
Of Heaven, easing Analysis,
Since Heaven and He are One.                                                
 
II.
Beauty - be not Caused - It Is -
Chase it, and it Ceases -
Chase it not, and it abides -
Overtake the Creases
In the Meadow - when the Wind
Runs his fingers thro’ it -
Deity will see to it
That You never Do it -

III.
So gay a Flower
Bereaves the Mind
As if it were a Woe -
Is Beauty an Affliction - then?
Tradition ought to know -
 
IV.
Estranged from Beauty - none can be -
For Beauty is Infinity -
And power to be finite ceased
Before Identity was leased.
 
 

Rotala (1991)  Janis Rainis 
(1865-1929)

Vidu! To the middle!
One came, the other went,
One lets go, another waves, vidu!

The outstretched hand is not yet grabbed,
You already swing along in a circle, vidu!

Freely, freely the days spin,

Hither, thither, part and join your hands,
Further joining, further swaying, vidu!

Freely, freely swirl around!

Bronze Triptych (2012)   Charles Anthony Silvestri 
(b. 1965)

I.
I was born in deepest veins of tin and copper cold
The metal blood of mother earth
Mined, melted, mixed,
Forged in fire,
Wrought by arms into arms
Sword and shield and spear!    
Cannon clash and clamor,    
Dealing Death!

II.
But then I was reborn.
When now my bronze strikes bronze
’Tis not in clash of arms
Or blast of fire,
But to ring the vesper hour,
Or I may toll in requiem
As those who fall asleep
Are gathered back to earth.

III.
And oh! To peal in celebration!
In victory, in festival,
In carillon of joy!
But greater still will be to sing
The dawning of that day
When war shall cease,
And on earth, peace
Everlasting I will ring!



Notes
 
Emily Dickinson’s poems compress the universe into the fewest possible 
syllables. She infuses simple traditional forms - the familiar meters of hymns 
and ballads - with unexpected clarity. A slant rhyme (or none), a lightning 
change of mood, a leap from the mundane to the cosmic: these are her 
daily fare. She has a genius for lifting us from a simple first statement into 
the outer edges of philosophy - all in four lines, or eight.
 
I have chosen four poems about Beauty for this work, thinking that time 
spent studying, memorizing and singing Emily’s lines will bring benefits 
to all the performers. Just the act of learning the music should impress 
the words on our minds, providing ample material for a lifetime of 
consideration. 
 
Realize that each of these poems has a very distinct mood and tone of 
voice. The first begins with a bold declarative statement - and then cancels 
it. If Beauty cannot be defined, then Heaven cannot, because they are the 
same. The second poem starts with a similar statement. Beauty just Is. It 
is all around us, but in addition to being indefinable, it is unattainable. 
We can’t consciously create Beauty. If we chase after it, it eludes us. The 
image in the next three lines is graven in my mind’s eye: a meadow with 
tall grasses, creased by puffs of wind - endlessly rippling, never the same but 
truly ‘abiding.’ Can we achieve such simplicity within complexity? Emily 
smiles at us enigmatically to say that God won’t permit it.
 
The third asks: Why should a lovely flower - or any Beauty - plunge us 
into Woe? ‘Bereave’ is a wonderfully unexpected word. Does Beauty imply 
Death? Is sorrow found within joy? Who can answer? And finally, not 
only does Beauty surround us - we can’t escape from it. Beauty is Infinity, 
beyond our understanding. It is built into the fabric of the universe, of 
which we are only a finite part. Emily states this in her imaginative way: 
Identity equals consciousness. It is leased to us: not given. There is a time 
factor: we must give back that Identity. We perish... but Beauty remains.
 
The music is intentionally simple, to let the words shine through. The voice 
singing the principal melody is all-important. The pitches and rhythms are 
those of the words, which must always be heard. The other voices surround, 
imitate and comment on the melody. Balance the dynamics carefully. In all 
the songs, note the changing tempos. Keep a very steady beat, even through 
rests and at the cadences. Most of all, find the mood of each song, and 
appreciate Emily’s wit in subverting or contradicting it. Her poems are my 
guide. Singers and listeners must hear her, speaking through my notes.                      
                           Alice Parker

Priidite, poklonimsia text by Russian Orthodox Vespers Service

Come, let us worship God, our King.
Come, let us worship and fall down before Christ, our King and God.
Come, let us worship and fall down before Christ Himself, our King and God.
Come, let us worship and fall down before Him.

An invitation, a prologue to an extended vigil service, Rachmaninoff’s “Priidite, 
poklonimsia” invites the listener to pause, reflect, and offer worship. Rachmaninoff 
composed the whole cycle in the winter of 1915, but by October 1917 the Bolshevik 
Revolution had ousted the Orthodox Church. As Francis Maes best puts it, “no 
composition represents the end of an era so clearly as this liturgical work.”  

Gai Bintang   text by a traditional Madurese play-song

Reach for the stars, pull down the moon.
Reach high like the young coconut leaves.
The stars and moon appear so far,
As far away as the village square.

Editors André de Quadros and Miguel Felipe note: “As with many traditional songs, 
Gai Bintang is a children’s play-song. Playing together, young boys and girls sing as 
they imagine reaching high into the sky to touch the stars and moon.”

 
From Falstaff   text by Arrigo Boito after Shakespeare
     Tutto nel mondo è burla 
 
Ford: Let’s create this kinship, and may heaven give you joy.
Falstaff: A chorus, and let’s end the scene.
Ford: Then with Sir Falstaff let’s all go to dinner.
Falstaff, then others: Everything in the world is jest.
Man is born a jester, in his brain his reason always wavers.
All are mocked! All mortals taunt one another.
But he laughs well who has the last laugh.

The very last of his 28 operas, Verdi chose to write Falstaff for the pleasure of it, 
not for any urgent upcoming season. In describing the music, The Earl of Harewood 
comments, “there is a sparkle… a speed of movement, an economy of means in the 
ensemble writing that has no equal in music written since Mozart, and every bar is 
endowed with a refinement of expression”. Having failed to seduce both Meg and 
Alice, and then having been thoroughly pranked by everyone, Falstaff recovers by 
saying, “I am not only witty in myself, but the cause that wit is in other men.” They 
then proceed to trick Sir Ford by marrying his daughter Nannetta to her true love, 
Fenton, instead of the promised Dr. Caius. From here, Ford recognizes the marriage, 
reconciles, and Falstaff delivers the famous line, “He laughs well who has the last 
laugh.”  



From Song’s Eternity (Northborough Poems – mid 1832) John Clare
     Sing Creations Music On   (1793-1864)

What is song’s eternity?
Come and see
Can it noise and bustle be?
Come and see
Praises sung or praises said,
Can it be?
Wait awhile and these are dead 
Sigh sigh
Be they high or lowly bred
They die

What is song’s eternity?
Come and see
Melodies of earth and sky,
Here they be
Song once sung to Adam’s ears
Can it be?
Ballads of six thousand years
Thrive thrive
Songs awaken with the spheres
Alive

Mighty songs that miss decay
What are they?
Crowds and cities pass away
Like a day
Books are writ and books are read
What are they?
Years will lay them with the dead
Sigh sigh
Trifles unto nothing wed,
They die

Dreamers list¹ the honey bee
Mark the tree
Where the blue cap, tootle tee
Sings a glee
Sung to Adam and to Eve
Here they be
When floods covered every bough,
Noah’s ark
Heard that ballad singing now
Hark hark

Offer praise and jubilation
To the Begetter and Begotten.
To both bring salvation, honor, power and blessing
Praise them both equally.

Tantum ergo, Sacramentum.  Great therefore Sacrament
Veneremur cernui.   Let us worship bowing low.
Et antiquum documentum  And ancient document
Novo cedat ritui.   New give way to rite.
Praestet fides supplementum  Provide faith assistance
Sensuum defectui.   Of senses to deficiency.
Genitori, Genitoque   To Begetter, to Begotten,
Laus et jubilation!   Praise and jubilation!
Salus honor, virtus quoque  Salvation, honor, power also
Sit et benediction.   Be also blessing
Procedenti ab utroque,   Proceeding from both
Comparsit laudation.   Equal be praise.

Gloria Kajoniensis    Cantionale Catholicum

Glory to God in the highest. Heaven, and on earth peace among those 
whom He favors.
Holy peace to believers and those who confess their sins to You.
We praise You, Lord, we say Your blessings, and we adore You.
King and eternal Father and only Son, the Father’s descendant.
Oh my God, Lamb of God, who takes away sins of the world, please have 
mercy on me.

Text after the “Cantionale Catholicum”, a collection of 
Transilvanian catholic songs collected and edited by the 

Transilvanian monk János Kájoni, 1676.

Carmina Chromatico  text likely by Orlando di Lasso

Polyphonic songs which you hear with a chromatic tenor
These are they, in which our twice-six sibyls once
Sang with fearless mouth the secrets of salvation.

Translation by Peter Bergquist

Written in the early 1550s by a young and exceptionally gifted Orlando di Lasso, 
the Prophetiae Sibyllarum present music scholars with more questions than answers.  
By what modal logic do these hold together? How does Lasso unite the twelve sibyls’ 
prophecies into one cohesive work? Taken out of its initial context, this prologue 
invites today’s listener to celebrate the other meaning of carmina chromatico – 
chromatic songs, sure, but equally “songs in many colors”.



Tootle tootle tootle tee
Can it be
Pride and fame must shadows be?
Come and see
Every season owns her own
Bird and bee
Sing creations music on
Nature’s glee
Is in every mood and tone
Eternity

The eternity of song
Liveth here
Nature’s universal tongue
Singeth here
Songs I’ve heard and felt and seen
Everywhere
Songs like the grass are evergreen
The giver
Said live and be, and they have been
For ever

Stephen Paulus uses only the last two stanzas in his setting of this poem.

~ John Clare (1793-1864), English Romantic poet

Seikilos (2011)   Ancient Greek Text

Hoson zês, phainou,          For as long as you live, shine,
mêden holôs su lupou;          do not be distressed in any way;
pros oligon esti to zên,          life exists for a short while,
to telos ho chronos apaitei.         and Time demands its due.

I have been fortunate to hear two of my previous compositions performed by 
Cantala, and with this commission I welcomed the opportunity to compose a 
work specifically written to their talents. I know Cantala to be an ensemble of 
bright, shining energy and wanted to capture their brilliant mode of expression 
musically. I chose for this setting the ancient Greek text of the Epitaph of Seikilos; 
it memorializes life’s impermanence and extols the principle of living to the fullest 
while life endures. (notes by the composer)

Ancient Greek text from the Epitaph of Seikilos, 1st century C.E.
English translation by Randall McNeill

stalker, a former health care worker against whom she had a restraining order. He 
shot her at a bus stop with a bunch of school children around. This was one of 
three murders of women (by their partners or ex-partners or former care givers) in 
the Winnipeg area in a space of about a month. Initially struck dumb by its stark 
brutality, Kim’s song was a way of speaking, of responding. Many individuals and 
groups sing this song on December 6th in remembrance of the women massacred in 
Montreal in 1989 and as a message of empowerment for all of us.” 

 Nancy Reinhold, Wyrd Sisters

Sach’Idao  Georgian Folk Text

What does the fighting need?  
Feet stumbling, picking him up and wanting to throw him down.
Hey boy, make the circle wider, the famous wrestler is coming.
He is wearing a grey chokha and sandals.
Soon the fight will be kindled and one of the fighters will be defeated.
I wonder who the winner will be.
This guy fights well, dances on his toes.
That beautiful girl is flirting with him and can’t look aside,
Oh, make the circle wider and beat the drum lively!
How good he is, our hero.
He has defeated two others and is ready for the third.
He has his eye on the girl just like a hawk.
If he wins today, the girl will be his.
Beautiful, dark-eyed girl, the boy has sent you a message.
Either give me your knife or come with me.
What does the fighting need?  Back on your feet.
 Translation by Clayton Parr

Dr. Parr notes, “in its original folk context, Sach’idao would be sung before a match 
to get the wrestlers and spectators excited. The texts could be improvised to fit the 
people wrestling or the situation.” As Dr. Parr pointed out in a teleconference with 
Cantala, wrestling is integral to Georgian culture: of the six Summer Olympic 
gold medals Georgia has ever won, 2 were for wrestling, 3 for Judo, and 1 for 
weightlifting!

Tantum Ergo (c. 1264)   St. Thomas Aquinas 
(1225-1274)

Bowing low, let us worship
So great a Sacrament.
Let the ancient law
Give way to the new rite.
Let faith strengthen our weakness.



To Agni (1909)  Vedic Sanskrit Hymns

Burn up our sin fierce flaming Agni,
Thou with thy face that shineth brightly,
Flame for us O Agni,
Flame!

Grant unto those that call upon thee,
That we may live on in our children,
Praising thee for ever,
Flame for us O Agni!

Thy glowing tongues of flame leap upward,
Reaching the heavens, Ever victorious.
Thy face doth gleam on ev’ry side,
Thou are triumphant ev’rywhere.

Over the raging sea of foemen 
As in a boat O bear us onward,
Flame for us O Agni!
O Agni!

Holst first became interested in Hindu philosophy and Sanskrit literature in 1895 
and was fascinated with the literature in the Rig Veda, but felt that the English 
translations he discovered were hopelessly stilted. Consequently, he decided to learn 
Sanskrit so that he could translate the words to his own satisfaction, eventually 
setting 20 ‘hymns’ between 1907-1912. ‘Veda’ is derived from the Sanskrit word 
‘vid’, ‘to know. The name is used for the sacred books of Hinduism. The Vedas 
are ritual hymns and philosophical observations. ‘Rig Veda’ means ‘the Veda of 
the Stanzas’. It contains 1,028 hymns, totaling 10,462 stanzas. They are hymns 
praising the gods, invoking them and referring to their mythical deeds. In Group 
Two, Holst sets a hymn to Agni, the Hindu god of fire and the acceptor of sacrifices. 
Agni is the link between heaven and earth and is associated with Vedic sacrifice, 
taking offerings to the other world in his fire.

English words translated from the Sanskrit by the composer

Gott in der Natur  text by Ewald Christian von Kleist 
(1715-1759)

Great is the Lord! The heavens without number
are the rooms of his castle,
his chariot is a storm, and his 
horses, lightning and thunder.
 
The dawn is but a reflection
of the edge of his robe,

and compared with his splendor, the sun’s
flaming light is but dusk.
 
He gazes graciously down at the world,
and it turns green, blossoms and laughs.
He frowns, and fire stirs up from the rocks,
and the seas and the heavens tremble.

Praise the Almighty, the great Lord,
you lights of his castle,
you armies of the sun, blazing to his glory,
you lands, sing his praise!

Warrior (1993)  Kim Baryluk 
(b. 1959)

I was a shy and lonely girl
with the heavens in my eyes
and as I walked along the lane
I heard the echoes of her cries

I cannot fight,
I cannot a warrior be;
It’s not my nature nor my teaching.
It is the womanhood in me.

I was a lost and angry youth
there were no tears in my eyes.
I saw no justice in my world
only the echoes of her cries.

I cannot fight,
I cannot a warrior be;
It’s not my nature nor my teaching.
It is the womanhood in me.

I am an older woman now
and I will heed my own cries
and I will a fierce warrior be
’til not another woman dies

I can and will fight,
I can and will a warrior be;
It is my nature and my duty.
It is the sister-hood in me.

“Warrior was written in response to the broad daylight murder of a woman by her 



To Agni (1909)  Vedic Sanskrit Hymns

Burn up our sin fierce flaming Agni,
Thou with thy face that shineth brightly,
Flame for us O Agni,
Flame!

Grant unto those that call upon thee,
That we may live on in our children,
Praising thee for ever,
Flame for us O Agni!

Thy glowing tongues of flame leap upward,
Reaching the heavens, Ever victorious.
Thy face doth gleam on ev’ry side,
Thou are triumphant ev’rywhere.

Over the raging sea of foemen 
As in a boat O bear us onward,
Flame for us O Agni!
O Agni!

Holst first became interested in Hindu philosophy and Sanskrit literature in 1895 
and was fascinated with the literature in the Rig Veda, but felt that the English 
translations he discovered were hopelessly stilted. Consequently, he decided to learn 
Sanskrit so that he could translate the words to his own satisfaction, eventually 
setting 20 ‘hymns’ between 1907-1912. ‘Veda’ is derived from the Sanskrit word 
‘vid’, ‘to know. The name is used for the sacred books of Hinduism. The Vedas 
are ritual hymns and philosophical observations. ‘Rig Veda’ means ‘the Veda of 
the Stanzas’. It contains 1,028 hymns, totaling 10,462 stanzas. They are hymns 
praising the gods, invoking them and referring to their mythical deeds. In Group 
Two, Holst sets a hymn to Agni, the Hindu god of fire and the acceptor of sacrifices. 
Agni is the link between heaven and earth and is associated with Vedic sacrifice, 
taking offerings to the other world in his fire.

English words translated from the Sanskrit by the composer

Gott in der Natur  text by Ewald Christian von Kleist 
(1715-1759)

Great is the Lord! The heavens without number
are the rooms of his castle,
his chariot is a storm, and his 
horses, lightning and thunder.
 
The dawn is but a reflection
of the edge of his robe,

and compared with his splendor, the sun’s
flaming light is but dusk.
 
He gazes graciously down at the world,
and it turns green, blossoms and laughs.
He frowns, and fire stirs up from the rocks,
and the seas and the heavens tremble.

Praise the Almighty, the great Lord,
you lights of his castle,
you armies of the sun, blazing to his glory,
you lands, sing his praise!

Warrior (1993)  Kim Baryluk 
(b. 1959)

I was a shy and lonely girl
with the heavens in my eyes
and as I walked along the lane
I heard the echoes of her cries

I cannot fight,
I cannot a warrior be;
It’s not my nature nor my teaching.
It is the womanhood in me.

I was a lost and angry youth
there were no tears in my eyes.
I saw no justice in my world
only the echoes of her cries.

I cannot fight,
I cannot a warrior be;
It’s not my nature nor my teaching.
It is the womanhood in me.

I am an older woman now
and I will heed my own cries
and I will a fierce warrior be
’til not another woman dies

I can and will fight,
I can and will a warrior be;
It is my nature and my duty.
It is the sister-hood in me.

“Warrior was written in response to the broad daylight murder of a woman by her 



Tootle tootle tootle tee
Can it be
Pride and fame must shadows be?
Come and see
Every season owns her own
Bird and bee
Sing creations music on
Nature’s glee
Is in every mood and tone
Eternity

The eternity of song
Liveth here
Nature’s universal tongue
Singeth here
Songs I’ve heard and felt and seen
Everywhere
Songs like the grass are evergreen
The giver
Said live and be, and they have been
For ever

Stephen Paulus uses only the last two stanzas in his setting of this poem.

~ John Clare (1793-1864), English Romantic poet

Seikilos (2011)   Ancient Greek Text

Hoson zês, phainou,          For as long as you live, shine,
mêden holôs su lupou;          do not be distressed in any way;
pros oligon esti to zên,          life exists for a short while,
to telos ho chronos apaitei.         and Time demands its due.

I have been fortunate to hear two of my previous compositions performed by 
Cantala, and with this commission I welcomed the opportunity to compose a 
work specifically written to their talents. I know Cantala to be an ensemble of 
bright, shining energy and wanted to capture their brilliant mode of expression 
musically. I chose for this setting the ancient Greek text of the Epitaph of Seikilos; 
it memorializes life’s impermanence and extols the principle of living to the fullest 
while life endures. (notes by the composer)

Ancient Greek text from the Epitaph of Seikilos, 1st century C.E.
English translation by Randall McNeill

stalker, a former health care worker against whom she had a restraining order. He 
shot her at a bus stop with a bunch of school children around. This was one of 
three murders of women (by their partners or ex-partners or former care givers) in 
the Winnipeg area in a space of about a month. Initially struck dumb by its stark 
brutality, Kim’s song was a way of speaking, of responding. Many individuals and 
groups sing this song on December 6th in remembrance of the women massacred in 
Montreal in 1989 and as a message of empowerment for all of us.” 

 Nancy Reinhold, Wyrd Sisters

Sach’Idao  Georgian Folk Text

What does the fighting need?  
Feet stumbling, picking him up and wanting to throw him down.
Hey boy, make the circle wider, the famous wrestler is coming.
He is wearing a grey chokha and sandals.
Soon the fight will be kindled and one of the fighters will be defeated.
I wonder who the winner will be.
This guy fights well, dances on his toes.
That beautiful girl is flirting with him and can’t look aside,
Oh, make the circle wider and beat the drum lively!
How good he is, our hero.
He has defeated two others and is ready for the third.
He has his eye on the girl just like a hawk.
If he wins today, the girl will be his.
Beautiful, dark-eyed girl, the boy has sent you a message.
Either give me your knife or come with me.
What does the fighting need?  Back on your feet.
 Translation by Clayton Parr

Dr. Parr notes, “in its original folk context, Sach’idao would be sung before a match 
to get the wrestlers and spectators excited. The texts could be improvised to fit the 
people wrestling or the situation.” As Dr. Parr pointed out in a teleconference with 
Cantala, wrestling is integral to Georgian culture: of the six Summer Olympic 
gold medals Georgia has ever won, 2 were for wrestling, 3 for Judo, and 1 for 
weightlifting!

Tantum Ergo (c. 1264)   St. Thomas Aquinas 
(1225-1274)

Bowing low, let us worship
So great a Sacrament.
Let the ancient law
Give way to the new rite.
Let faith strengthen our weakness.



From Song’s Eternity (Northborough Poems – mid 1832) John Clare
     Sing Creations Music On   (1793-1864)

What is song’s eternity?
Come and see
Can it noise and bustle be?
Come and see
Praises sung or praises said,
Can it be?
Wait awhile and these are dead 
Sigh sigh
Be they high or lowly bred
They die

What is song’s eternity?
Come and see
Melodies of earth and sky,
Here they be
Song once sung to Adam’s ears
Can it be?
Ballads of six thousand years
Thrive thrive
Songs awaken with the spheres
Alive

Mighty songs that miss decay
What are they?
Crowds and cities pass away
Like a day
Books are writ and books are read
What are they?
Years will lay them with the dead
Sigh sigh
Trifles unto nothing wed,
They die

Dreamers list¹ the honey bee
Mark the tree
Where the blue cap, tootle tee
Sings a glee
Sung to Adam and to Eve
Here they be
When floods covered every bough,
Noah’s ark
Heard that ballad singing now
Hark hark

Offer praise and jubilation
To the Begetter and Begotten.
To both bring salvation, honor, power and blessing
Praise them both equally.

Tantum ergo, Sacramentum.  Great therefore Sacrament
Veneremur cernui.   Let us worship bowing low.
Et antiquum documentum  And ancient document
Novo cedat ritui.   New give way to rite.
Praestet fides supplementum  Provide faith assistance
Sensuum defectui.   Of senses to deficiency.
Genitori, Genitoque   To Begetter, to Begotten,
Laus et jubilation!   Praise and jubilation!
Salus honor, virtus quoque  Salvation, honor, power also
Sit et benediction.   Be also blessing
Procedenti ab utroque,   Proceeding from both
Comparsit laudation.   Equal be praise.

Gloria Kajoniensis    Cantionale Catholicum

Glory to God in the highest. Heaven, and on earth peace among those 
whom He favors.
Holy peace to believers and those who confess their sins to You.
We praise You, Lord, we say Your blessings, and we adore You.
King and eternal Father and only Son, the Father’s descendant.
Oh my God, Lamb of God, who takes away sins of the world, please have 
mercy on me.

Text after the “Cantionale Catholicum”, a collection of 
Transilvanian catholic songs collected and edited by the 

Transilvanian monk János Kájoni, 1676.

Carmina Chromatico  text likely by Orlando di Lasso

Polyphonic songs which you hear with a chromatic tenor
These are they, in which our twice-six sibyls once
Sang with fearless mouth the secrets of salvation.

Translation by Peter Bergquist

Written in the early 1550s by a young and exceptionally gifted Orlando di Lasso, 
the Prophetiae Sibyllarum present music scholars with more questions than answers.  
By what modal logic do these hold together? How does Lasso unite the twelve sibyls’ 
prophecies into one cohesive work? Taken out of its initial context, this prologue 
invites today’s listener to celebrate the other meaning of carmina chromatico – 
chromatic songs, sure, but equally “songs in many colors”.



Notes
 
Emily Dickinson’s poems compress the universe into the fewest possible 
syllables. She infuses simple traditional forms - the familiar meters of hymns 
and ballads - with unexpected clarity. A slant rhyme (or none), a lightning 
change of mood, a leap from the mundane to the cosmic: these are her 
daily fare. She has a genius for lifting us from a simple first statement into 
the outer edges of philosophy - all in four lines, or eight.
 
I have chosen four poems about Beauty for this work, thinking that time 
spent studying, memorizing and singing Emily’s lines will bring benefits 
to all the performers. Just the act of learning the music should impress 
the words on our minds, providing ample material for a lifetime of 
consideration. 
 
Realize that each of these poems has a very distinct mood and tone of 
voice. The first begins with a bold declarative statement - and then cancels 
it. If Beauty cannot be defined, then Heaven cannot, because they are the 
same. The second poem starts with a similar statement. Beauty just Is. It 
is all around us, but in addition to being indefinable, it is unattainable. 
We can’t consciously create Beauty. If we chase after it, it eludes us. The 
image in the next three lines is graven in my mind’s eye: a meadow with 
tall grasses, creased by puffs of wind - endlessly rippling, never the same but 
truly ‘abiding.’ Can we achieve such simplicity within complexity? Emily 
smiles at us enigmatically to say that God won’t permit it.
 
The third asks: Why should a lovely flower - or any Beauty - plunge us 
into Woe? ‘Bereave’ is a wonderfully unexpected word. Does Beauty imply 
Death? Is sorrow found within joy? Who can answer? And finally, not 
only does Beauty surround us - we can’t escape from it. Beauty is Infinity, 
beyond our understanding. It is built into the fabric of the universe, of 
which we are only a finite part. Emily states this in her imaginative way: 
Identity equals consciousness. It is leased to us: not given. There is a time 
factor: we must give back that Identity. We perish... but Beauty remains.
 
The music is intentionally simple, to let the words shine through. The voice 
singing the principal melody is all-important. The pitches and rhythms are 
those of the words, which must always be heard. The other voices surround, 
imitate and comment on the melody. Balance the dynamics carefully. In all 
the songs, note the changing tempos. Keep a very steady beat, even through 
rests and at the cadences. Most of all, find the mood of each song, and 
appreciate Emily’s wit in subverting or contradicting it. Her poems are my 
guide. Singers and listeners must hear her, speaking through my notes.                      
                           Alice Parker

Priidite, poklonimsia text by Russian Orthodox Vespers Service

Come, let us worship God, our King.
Come, let us worship and fall down before Christ, our King and God.
Come, let us worship and fall down before Christ Himself, our King and God.
Come, let us worship and fall down before Him.

An invitation, a prologue to an extended vigil service, Rachmaninoff’s “Priidite, 
poklonimsia” invites the listener to pause, reflect, and offer worship. Rachmaninoff 
composed the whole cycle in the winter of 1915, but by October 1917 the Bolshevik 
Revolution had ousted the Orthodox Church. As Francis Maes best puts it, “no 
composition represents the end of an era so clearly as this liturgical work.”  

Gai Bintang   text by a traditional Madurese play-song

Reach for the stars, pull down the moon.
Reach high like the young coconut leaves.
The stars and moon appear so far,
As far away as the village square.

Editors André de Quadros and Miguel Felipe note: “As with many traditional songs, 
Gai Bintang is a children’s play-song. Playing together, young boys and girls sing as 
they imagine reaching high into the sky to touch the stars and moon.”

 
From Falstaff   text by Arrigo Boito after Shakespeare
     Tutto nel mondo è burla 
 
Ford: Let’s create this kinship, and may heaven give you joy.
Falstaff: A chorus, and let’s end the scene.
Ford: Then with Sir Falstaff let’s all go to dinner.
Falstaff, then others: Everything in the world is jest.
Man is born a jester, in his brain his reason always wavers.
All are mocked! All mortals taunt one another.
But he laughs well who has the last laugh.

The very last of his 28 operas, Verdi chose to write Falstaff for the pleasure of it, 
not for any urgent upcoming season. In describing the music, The Earl of Harewood 
comments, “there is a sparkle… a speed of movement, an economy of means in the 
ensemble writing that has no equal in music written since Mozart, and every bar is 
endowed with a refinement of expression”. Having failed to seduce both Meg and 
Alice, and then having been thoroughly pranked by everyone, Falstaff recovers by 
saying, “I am not only witty in myself, but the cause that wit is in other men.” They 
then proceed to trick Sir Ford by marrying his daughter Nannetta to her true love, 
Fenton, instead of the promised Dr. Caius. From here, Ford recognizes the marriage, 
reconciles, and Falstaff delivers the famous line, “He laughs well who has the last 
laugh.”  



Dickinson: The Definition of Beauty - Alice Parker (b. 1925)

Dickinson: The Definition of Beauty
Poems by Emily Dickinson

Music by Alice Parker
 
Four Poems for Treble Voices

I.
The Definition of Beauty is
That Definition is none -
Of Heaven, easing Analysis,
Since Heaven and He are One.                                                
 
II.
Beauty - be not Caused - It Is -
Chase it, and it Ceases -
Chase it not, and it abides -
Overtake the Creases
In the Meadow - when the Wind
Runs his fingers thro’ it -
Deity will see to it
That You never Do it -

III.
So gay a Flower
Bereaves the Mind
As if it were a Woe -
Is Beauty an Affliction - then?
Tradition ought to know -
 
IV.
Estranged from Beauty - none can be -
For Beauty is Infinity -
And power to be finite ceased
Before Identity was leased.
 
 

Rotala (1991)  Janis Rainis 
(1865-1929)

Vidu! To the middle!
One came, the other went,
One lets go, another waves, vidu!

The outstretched hand is not yet grabbed,
You already swing along in a circle, vidu!

Freely, freely the days spin,

Hither, thither, part and join your hands,
Further joining, further swaying, vidu!

Freely, freely swirl around!

Bronze Triptych (2012)   Charles Anthony Silvestri 
(b. 1965)

I.
I was born in deepest veins of tin and copper cold
The metal blood of mother earth
Mined, melted, mixed,
Forged in fire,
Wrought by arms into arms
Sword and shield and spear!    
Cannon clash and clamor,    
Dealing Death!

II.
But then I was reborn.
When now my bronze strikes bronze
’Tis not in clash of arms
Or blast of fire,
But to ring the vesper hour,
Or I may toll in requiem
As those who fall asleep
Are gathered back to earth.

III.
And oh! To peal in celebration!
In victory, in festival,
In carillon of joy!
But greater still will be to sing
The dawning of that day
When war shall cease,
And on earth, peace
Everlasting I will ring!
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Texts and Translations
 
Song of Democracy

An old man’s thoughts of school,
An old man’s gathering youthful memories and
blooms that youth itself cannot.

Now only do I know You,
O fair auroral skies  -  O morning dew upon the grass!

And these I see, these sparkling eyes,
These stores of mystic meaning, these young lives,
Building, equipping like a fleet of ships, immortal ships,
Soon to sail out over the measureless seas,
On the soul’s voyage.

Only a lot of boys and girls?
Only the tiresome spelling, writing, ciphering classes?
Only a public school?
Ah more, infinitely more.

And you America,
Cast you the real reckoning for your present?
The lights and shadows of your future, good or evil?
To girlhood, boyhood look, the teacher and the school.

Sail, Sail thy best, ship of Democracy,
Of value is thy freight, ’tis not the present only,
The Past is also stored in thee.
Thou holdest not the venture of thyself alone,
not of thy Western continent alone.
Earth’s resume entire floats on thy keel, O ship,
is steadied by thy spars,
With thee Time voyages in trust, the antecedent
nations sink or swim with thee.
With all their ancient struggles, martyrs, heroes,
epics, wars, thou bear’st the other continents,
Theirs, theirs as much as thine, the destination  - port triumphant;
Steer then with good strong hand and wary eye
O helmsman, thou carriest great companions,
Venerable priestly Asia sails this day with thee,
And royal feudal Europe sails with thee.

Poems: “An Old Man’s Thoughts of School” (1874) and “Thou Mother with thy 
equal brood,” from Leaves of Grass (1855), by Walt Whitman (1819-1892).
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